Cellular uptake and metabolism of DNA frayed wires.
DNA frayed wires are a novel, multistranded form of DNA that arises from interactions between single-stranded oligodeoxyribonucleotides with the general sequence d(N(x)G(y)) or d(G(y)N(x)), where y > 10 and x > 5. Frayed wires exhibit greater stability with respect to thermal and chemical denaturation than single- or double-stranded DNA molecules and, thus, may have potential usefulness for DNA drug delivery. However, the stability and uptake of frayed wires have not been investigated in biological systems. Our objective was to examine the cellular uptake and stability of frayed wires in cultured hepatic cells. In these studies, the parent oligonucleotide d(A(15)G(15)) was used to form DNA frayed wires (DNA(FW)) while a random 30-mer oligonucleotide was used as the control nonaggregated DNA (DNA(SS)). Uptake and metabolism studies of DNA(FW) were performed in cultured human hepatoma, HepG2 cells and compared to DNA(SS). Our results indicate that DNA(FW) are not cytotoxic and that their intracellular uptake in HepG2 cells is 2-3.5-fold greater than that of DNA(SS) within the first 2 h (p < 0.05). Similarly, nuclear localization of DNA(FW) is 10-13-fold higher than that of DNA(SS) (p < 0.05). As both internalized and extracellular DNA(FW) appear to be more stable in vitro than DNA(SS), the enhanced uptake may be due to either increased stability or enhanced intracellular transport. These studies also indicate that uptake of DNA(FW) likely occurs via active processes such as receptor-mediated endocytosis similar to mechanisms which have been proposed for DNA(SS). The internalization pathways of DNA(FW) may differ somewhat from that of DNA(SS) insofar as chloroquine does not appear to alter DNA(FW) uptake and degradation, as is the case with DNA(SS).